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The University of Houston-Clear Lake established the Research Institute for
Computing andInformation systems in 1986 to encourage NASA Johnson Space - -
Center and local industry to actively support research in the computing and
information sciences. As part of this endeavor, UH-CIear Lake proposeda J
partnership with JSC to jointly define and manage an integrated program of research
in advanced data processing technology needed for JSC's main missions, including
administrative, engineering and science responsibilities. JSC agreed and entered into : z=
a three-year coope/fifiV_g_ment With UH-Clear Lake be_fihTrg in _day, 1996,, to l=
jointly plan and execute such research through RICIS. Additionally, under
Cooperative Agreement NCC 9-16, computing and educational facilities are shared
by the two institutions to conduct the research. - ..... -:_:-: ....... : c.
The mission of RICIS_s tO Conduct, coordinate and_tss_nate research on ...... II
computing and information systems among researchers, sponsors and users from
UH-Clear Lake, NASA/JSC, and other research organizations. Within UH-Clear
Lake, the mxsslon is being implemented through interdisciplinary involvement of
faculty and students fr0m-eacho_four Schools: Busin-ess, _ucaJion, Human ---_::
Sciences and Humanities, and Natural and Applied Sciences.
Other research organizations are involved via the "gateway" concept. UH-Clear .............
Lake establishes relationships with other universities and-re._..arch organizations, _ __
having common research interests, to provide additional sources of expertise to " _hd]:
conduct needed research.
A major role of RICIS is to find the best match of sponsors, re_arche_ and ......
research objectives to advance knowledge in the computing and informatiorf __J:_=__
sciences. Wo_Tn_jdi-nfly with-NASA/JSC, RICIS ad_-ses on researc_a n-e-e_; ......
recommends principals for conducting the research, provides technical and
administrative support to coordinate the research, and integrates technical results
into the cooperative goals of UH-Clear Lake and NASA/JSC.
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28-ENTITY IGES TEST FILE

















Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES)test file
the GODDARD Space Flight Center (GSFC) is called
Entity IGES Test File. This file contains 28
and annotation entities which are considered the
basic entities that an IGES translator for any CAD system should
support.
The purpose of this investigation was to determine how the IGES
preprocessor supports the 28 entities through recreation of the
28 Entity IGES Test File on the ComputerVision (hereinafter
referred to as CV) CADDS 4X.
TEST PROCEDURE
our investigation followed the following steps which were
documented in a GSFC memorandum dated 12 December 1985 (a copy of
this memorandum is provided as Attachment 1) :
i. Based on the information in the listing of the geometric
characteristics of all the entities that make up the 28 Entity
IGES Test File and using the CAD System's user interface, the
test file should be recreated in the native format of the CAD
System.
2. A record should be kept as to what geometries were used
in the CAD System to create the entities in the 28 entity test
file and entities not supported by the CAD System should be
noted.
3. Produce a hardcopy of the recreated 28 entity test file
as it displays in the CAD System.
4. Output the recreated 28 entity test file in IGES format.
5. Read the output IGES file back into the system and
produce a hardcopy of the display.
TEST RESULTS
The following discussion summarizes our investigative
activitieswhich supported the test procedure as presented in the
previous sectlonofthis report. This discussion is partitioned
into numbered segmentswhich coincide with the 5 steps which make
up the test procedure.
1. The 28 Entity IGES Test File was recreated in the native
format of the CV CADDS. All geometries and annotations were
first created in the given non-rotated orientation (Figure i).
They were then rotated 30 degrees clockwise about the Z, Y, and X











2). All dimension, flag note and general label entities are
created throughthe useof acorrespondingnon-associatedgeometric
entity. After creation, these geometric entities are no longer
required and are deleted. For example, a circle is required in
order to create a Diameter Dimension Entity (see Attachment 2).
For completeness, hardcopies of the non-rotated file
(Figure 3) and the rotated file (Figure 4) are included as
attachments.
....2 -Individual descriptions detailing the types of geometries
usedinthe CV CADDS to recreate the 28 entity IGES TestFile are
presented in Attachment 2. Any problems encountered during the
recreation of this test file are documented within this
discussion. A summary of the IGES entities supported by the CV
CADDS is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. IGES Entities Supported by CV PUT IGES
IGES IGES
Entity IGES Form Computervision
Number Entity Number Entity



































118 Ruled surface Ruled surface
120 Surface of revolution Surfaceof revolution












































3. Hardcopies of the recreated 28 entity file are presented
in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 5 presents CV's drawing defined
display of the 28 entity test file. Figure 6 presents NASCAD's





4. The recreated 28 entity test file was pre-processed into
IGES neutral format. A copy of the output listing is included as
Attachment 3.
r
5. The IGES file was then read back into the system.
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SUBJECT: _'Recreation Gf 28 Entity Test File
The encloses listing provices a labeled description of the geometric
characteristics of all the entities that make up the 26 Entity Initial
Graphics Exchange 5peczflcation (ICES) Test File. Each separate entity _n
the file is ioentifieo and the geometric information necessary for a user
to recreate that entity in his Computer Aides design (CAd) System _s
listed below it. The entities are listed in numerical order bases on IGE5
entity type number.
The geometric lnforrnation listed for the entities in the fize xs glven _or
the entltles in a non-rotateS position. This was done because many of _ne
entities are easier to describe ano create in a non-rotated orientation.
In creating the Final file in your CAD System, all the geometric and
annotation entltzes must be rotates }C Oegrees clockwise abou_ the X, Y,
and Z axls respectively. This information is also g_ven ac the top of the
listing along with any characteristic values used in the creatlon of the
file.
In order to perform the second phase of this rest, the foilowzng s_eps
should be performed:
a. UaseS on the information in the listing and using tne CAD
System's user interface, the 28 entity file should be recreates in th_
native format of the CAO System.
b. A record shoulO be kept as to what geomecrles ,ere usec zn cme
CAD System to create the entities in the 28 entity test File and enLzt1_s
not supported by the CAD System should be notes.
c. Produce a na=dcopy of the recreates 28 entity test file as z_
displays in the CAD S_stem.




Je. Read the output IGEb File oack _nto the sysLem ano produce a
herdcopy of the dispI_y.
f. Sena all haracoples of displays, the output [GES File, ano the
recora of how the File was crested (step O) to GoaaaFo.
The results of this test shoulC reveal precisely how the 2B IGES ent1_les
are su_orted by the pre-processor _ncependent_of_-tAe _ post-processor' s
abiIlty to resa them into the CAD System from the IGES format. These
results, slong with the information you have suppiiea iUent_fylng ho. the
28 IGES entities are mappeo intG_e inEernal formats of the CAD Systems
at each of the centers, should _I1ow us to formulate a fairly accurate




























D[SCR[PTION OF 28 ENTITY ICES TEST FILE
....... FILE (:UA RACTER [ "; :'[RS
ALL GEOMETRIES LISTED BELOW MUST BE ROTATED:
30 DECREES ABOUT THE Z AXIS
30 DEGREES ABOUT THE Y AXIS
_0 DECREES ABOUT THE X AXIS
TEXT CHARACTERISTICS (UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED):
TEXT IS FONT TYPE t (STANDARD BLOCK)
GENERAL NOTES HAVE A TEXT HEIGHT OF 0.3
DIMENSION TEXT HAVE A TEXT HEIGHT OF 0.2
ARROWHEAD CHARACTERISTICS (UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED):
ARROWHEAD LENGTH IS 0.2
ARROWHEAD WIDTH IS 0.025
SOLID ARROWHEAD (FORM l)
TEXT AND ANNOTATION VISIBLE IN VIEWS [ AND 4 ONLY





X Y Z -22.OO 25.00 [.00 START
X Y Z -25.00 25.00 t.OO CENTER
X Y Z 3.00 0.00 0.00 MAJOR AXIS
X Y Z 0.00 3.00 0.00 MINOR AXIS
X Y Z -22.00 25.00 t.OO END
GENERAL NOTE (212)
TEXT: "CIRCULAR ARC ([OO)"




X Y Z -[8.00 26.50 [.00
X Y Z -[7.50 26.50 [.00
LINE 2
X Y Z -t7.50 26.50 [.DO
X Y Z -[7.00 26.00 [.00
LINE 3
X Y Z -[7.00 26.00 l.OO










X Y Z -17.00 25.00 l.')O '_['_i_["
X Y Z -16.50 25,00 [,00 C['.":TER
X Y Z 0.50 0.00 0.00 HAJc)R ;,:<I_
X Y Z 0.00 0.50 0.00 MINOR _XIS
X Y Z -[6.00 25,00 [,O0 END
ARC 2
X Y Z -16.O0 25,00 [.']0
X Y Z -15.50 25.50 [.OO
X Y Z 0.7[ O.00 0.OO
X Y Z 0.00 0.7[ 0.00









-IS.00 26.00 L.OO STAILT
-la.O0 26.50 [.00 END
P_e 2
LINE 5
X Y Z -I_.OO 26.50 l.OO











-[8.oo 20.50 o.oo TEXT LOCATION
CONIC ,_RC (104)
ELLrPSE (FORM l)
X Y Z -[.&4
X Y Z -5.OO
X Y Z 3.56
X Y Z 0.00








X Y Z -7.98 2_,.75 1.50
X Y Z -5.68 22.I_ $.50
X Y Z 0.00 0.50 0.00
X Y Z 0.50 0,00 0,00



















3-O LINEAR STRING (FORM t2)
X Y Z 2.50 26.00










x Y Z 5.1u 27.50 1.50
X Y Z 7.30 26.00 2.00
x Y Z 8.IO 24.80 1.50
X Y Z 6.90 23.50 3.00
X Y Z 5,[0 24.20 3.50
















Y Z 11.63 2[.98 0.00
X Y Z 18.21 21.98 0.00
X Y Z 18.21 28.50 5.00
X Y Z 11.63 28.50 5.00
X Y Z []..63 21.98 0.00
PLANE NORMAL
X Y Z I [.63


















X Y Z 21.00 27.00


























26.00 27.00 1.00 START
26.00 25.00 l.O0 END
27.00 27.00 l.O0 START
27.00 25.00 [.00 END
24.50 2a.OO I.00 START
_4.5() .._.00 l.O0 END
23.50 23.00 1.00 START




X Y Z 22.00 20.50 0.00 TEXT LOCATION
SPLINE (I12)
SPL[NE POINT [
X Y Z -26.02 16.18
OX OY OZ 0.035 0.856
SPLINE POINT 2
X Y Z -26.00 i6._I
OX D¥ DE 0.iO7 0.828
SPLINE POINT 3
X ¥ Z -25.92 16.73
DX DY DX 0.288 0.735
SPLINE POrNT 4
X Y Z -25.83 16.92
OX DY OX 0.394 0.058
SPL[NE POINT 5
X Y Z -25.64 Ll. L5
DX DY DX 0.541 0.523
SPL[NE POINT 6
X Y Z -25.40 i7.33
DX DY DX 0.664 0.366
SPLINE POINT 7
X Y Z -25.21 17.41
DX DY DX 0.733 0.250
SPLINE POINT 8
X Y Z -24.90 17.48
DX DY OX 0.8[l 0.073
SPLINE POINT 9
X Y Z -24.56 17.47
DX DY DX 0.856 -0.107
SPLINE POINT I0
X Y Z -24.22 17.39
DX DY DX 0.867 -0.283
SPL[NE POINT II
X Y Z -23.88 [7.25
DX DY DX 0.843 -0,447
SPLINE POINT [2
X Y Z -23.55 [7.04



























































X Y Z -lJ.25 _.7; _.l')
DX DY DX 0.697 -').71B I'_._)5¢
SPLINE POINT [4
X Y Z -2].00
DX DY DX 0.580
SPL[NE PO[.'IT [5
X Y Z -12.79
DX DY DX 0.440
SPLINE POINT [6
X Y Z -22.65








X Y Z -[8.40 [[.78 0.00
DX DY DZ 2.44 2.83 0.[16
X Y Z -[8.AO [7.78 0.00
DX DY DZ 2.44 2.83 0.[[6
SPLINE 2
X Y Z -[2.40 [l.7B 0.00
DX DY DZ -2.44 -2.83 -0.116
X Y Z -12.40 [7.78 0.00
DX DY DZ -2.44 -2.83 -0.1[6
SPLINE 3
X Y Z -[8.40 [[.78 0.00
DX DY DZ -2.44 -2.83 -O.[[6
X Y Z -[2.40 1[.78 0.00
DX DY DZ -2.44 -2.83 -0.[[6
SPLINE 4
X Y Z -[8.40 17.78 0.00
DX OY OZ 2.44 2.83 0.[[6
X Y Z --[2.40 17.78 0.00




































































2.00 [5.00 3.00 START
5.00 [8.00 3.00 END
ARC
X Y Z 5.OO i8.OO 3.00
X Y Z 6.50 18.OO 3.00
X Y Z [.50 O.OO 0.OO
X Y Z 0.00 1.50 O.OO










2.00 14.00 1.00 START
5.00 14.00 [.00 END
ARC
X Y Z 5.00 1&.OO I.OO
X Y Z 6.50 i&.OO _.O0
X Y Z [,50 O,OO 0.00
X Y Z 0.00 1.50 O.00



























X Y 7 [5.25




× Y Z 17.87 L7.13 2.00
X Y g IT.00 17.L3 2.00
X Y Z ').87 0.00 0.00
X Y g 0.O0 0.87 O.00
X Y Z 17.O0 18.00 2.OO
LINE
X Y Z ]./.00










X Y Z 17.87 [7.[3 2.00
X Y Z 15.25 17.13 2.00
X Y Z 2.62 O.00 0.00
X Y Z O.00 0.00 -2.62















X Y Z 27.50 12.50 0.00
X Y Z 26.50 12.50 0.00
X Y Z 1.00 O.OO 0.OO
X Y Z 0.00 1.00 0.OO










26.50 13.50 0.00 START
21.50 13.50 0.00 END
CI_VE 2
ARC
X Y Z 25.50 17.00 -2.67 START
X Y Z 24.50 17.00 -2.67 CENTER
X Y Z I.OO O.OO 0.00 MAJOR AXIS
X Y Z 0.00 l.O0 0.00 MINOR AXIS
M Y Z 24.50 18.00 -2.67 END
LINE
X Y Z 24.50 18.00 -2.67 START






"TABULATED CYLINDER _ [22)"
22.OO tO. 50 ,).,h_
ANGULAR DIMENSION (2.02)
LEADER I (ARC)
X Y Z -22.00 5.50 0.65
X Y Z -25.00 5.50 0.65
X Y Z 3.00 0.00 0.65
X Y Z 0.00 3.00 0.65
X Y Z -22.29 6.80 0.65
LEADER 2 (ARC)
X Y Z -25.00 8.50 0.65
X Y Z -25.00 5.50 0.65
X Y Z 3.00 0.00 0.65
X Y Z 0.00 -3.OO 0.65
X Y Z -22.53 7.20 0.65
DII'{KNSION TEXT: "90.OO DEG"









X Y Z -25.00 2.50 0.65
X Y Z -28.00 2.50 0.65
X Y Z 3.00 0.00 0.65
X Y Z O.00 3.00 0.65
X Y Z -25.29 ].80 0.65
LEADER 2 (ARC)
X Y Z -28.00 5.50 0.65
X Y Z -28.00 2.50 0.65
X Y Z 3.OO O.00 0.65
X Y Z 0.00 -3.OO 0.65
X Y Z -25.53 "_.20 0.65
D[:'E;NST.ON TEXT: "90.00 DEG"
X Y Z -26.30 3.85 0.65
WITNESS LINE
X Y Z -24.50 2.50 0.65
X Y Z -25.50 2.50 0.65
WITNESS LINE
X Y Z -28.00 6.00 0.65





















X Y Z -19.L2 _.85 1.25
X Y Z -|_.Ol l._,_ [.2 _.
X Y Z -18.O7 ,.40 |.25
LEADER 2
X Y Z -16.88 9.[5 [.25
X Y Z -[7.7b 7.85 1.25
X Y Z -17.76 7.85 [.25
D[MENS ION TEXT:












X Y Z -16.[6 2.57 [.25
X Y Z -[5.75 7.63 [.25
X Y Z -L5.75 7.63 1.25
X Y Z -[5.25 7.63 1.25
DIMENSION TEXT:












X Y Z -[1.57
X Y Z -12.75
X Y Z -[2.75
X Y Z -[2.25
DIMENSION TEXT:













DISENS[ON TEXT: "FLAG NO. ["





































-2.14 _._,(, -I . 2 :,
-[ .85 8._0 -t .Z5
-2.[4 8.80 -[.25
-4.54 8.80 -[ .25
-z,.5& _,'_0 -[ .Z5
.... --!- :! .... i
FLAG NOTE (208)
LEADER l
X Y Z -9.30 5.50 -[.25
X Y Z -5.[0 6.60 -[.25
X Y Z -4.54 6.60 -1.25
D IMENSION TEXT:




X Y Z -4.54
X Y Z -2.t_
X Y Z -[.85
X Y Z -2.t4
X Y g -4.54
X Y Z -4.54































X Y Z -8.50 3.00 -[.25
X Y Z -6.O0 3.60 -l.25






D I,MENS ION TEXT:




X Y Z -4.54 3._O -[.25
X Y Z -2.[4 3.40 -[.25
X Y Z -1.85 3.60 -[.15
X Y Z -2.14 3.80 -I.25
X Y Z -4.5_ 3,80 -[.25































X Y Z 3.60 l.Lc) -t.25
X Y Z 2.50 8.5fJ -I.25
x Y Z 2.20 8.50 -[.2%
O[_LENSION TEXT:









X Y Z 8.50
X Y Z 7.LO
X Y Z O.LO
D[HENSION TEXT:












































X Y Z 14.O0 5.00
TEXT SIZE: 0.5
TEXT: "TEXT 3"
X Y Z 13.00 4.00
TEXT SIZE: 0.2
TEXT: "TEXT 4"


























X Y Z 28.0[ 8.01 2.50
X Y Z 28.01 7.8t 2.50
X Y Z 28.01 5.97 2.50
DIMENSION TEXT:




X Y Z 28.5[











X Y Z 28.51 3.01 2.50
X Y Z 27.51 ].O[ 2.50
LINEAR DIMENSION (216)
LEADER I
X Y Z 25.97 6.99 2.50
X Y Z 25.77 6.99 2.50
X Y Z 2&.O[ 6.99 2.50
LEADER 2
X Y Z 21.00 6.99 2.50
X Y Z 2[.20 6.99 2.50
X Y Z 23.03 6.99 2.50
2.50
DIMENSION TEXT:


















X Y Z 22.00 1.60 2.50
X ¥ Z 22.00 t.80 2.50
X Y Z 22.00 5.60 2.50
X Y Z 23.&0 5.60 2.50
LEADER 2
X Y Z 22.00 5.20 2.50
X Y Z 22.00 5.00 2.50
X Y Z 22.00 t.60 2.50
DIMENSION TEXT:














,,,'[TNF..<,'; :. ( '_E
X Y Z Z,.. _1
X Y Z 21.5l
I .60 2.50 START
I .60 2.50 £Ni)
WITNESS LINE
X Y Z 22.51 5.20 2.50











X Y Z -28.50 -2.00 -0.50
X Y Z -24.50 -2.00 -0.50
DIMENSION TEXT: "4.00"






LEADER [ (NO ARROWHEAD)
X Y Z -28.50 -4.00 -0.50
X Y Z -24.50 -4.OO -0.50
DIMENSION TEXT: "&.OO"







X Y Z -22.00 -3.00 -0.50
X Y Z -22.00 -5.50 -0.50
DIMENSION TEXT: "2.52"







LEADER [ (NO ARROWHEAD)
X Y Z -[2.70 -3.60 -I.00
X Y Z -[2.70 -4.[0 -t.O0
X Y Z -ta.6e -O. 70 -t.O0
X Y Z -[4.60 -7._0 -[.00
POINT SYMBOL (ARC)
X Y Z -t[.50 -2.30 -[.00













× Y Z [.30 0.00 _,.,,
X Y Z 0.00 t.]O _._';
X Y Z -11.50 -2.30 -t. _f_
DIMENSION TEXT: "POINT 1"
X Y Z -13.40 -2.40 -[.00
POINT DIHZNSION (220)
LEADER 1 (NO ARROWHEAD)
X Y Z -16.40 -8.10 -l.O0
X Y Z -[8.[0 -8.10 -1.00
X Y Z -19.30 -5.90 -1.00
X Y Z -19.30 -5.30, -I.O0
DIMENSION TEXT: "POINT 2"








X Y Z -8.40 -[.80 -0.75
X Y Z -9.00 -t.O0 --0.75
X Y Z -7.90 -2.50 -0.75
X Y Z -7.00 -2.50 -0.75
DIMENSION TEXT:





X Y Z -3.00 -5.00 -0.75
X Y Z -4.50 -6.50 -0.75
X V Z ,5.00 -6.50 -0.75
DIHENS ION TEXT:























































LOCATION OF VIEW I (DRAWING SPACE)
X Y 35.0 35.0
LOCATION OF VIEW 2 (DRAWING SPACE)
_( Y 3S.0 /05.0
LOCATION OF VIEW 3 (DRAWING SPACE)
X Y 105.0 35.0
LOCATION OF VIEW 4 (DRAWING SPACE)
X Y LOS.0 105.O
SUBFIGURE INSTANCE (_,08)
X Y Z 1.69 -3.15 -3.L9
VIEW
VIEW ENTITY (410)
= I VIEW WIDTH = 70.00
CENTER OF VIEW (MODEL SPACE)
X Y Z 5.69 14.34 -2.2_.
VIEW ROTATION (DECREES CLOCKWISE)
X Y Z 30.00 30.00 30.00
vIEW ENTITY (_.IO)
VIEW ,, 2 VIEW WIDTH - 88.75
CENTER OF VIEW (MODEL SPACE)
X Y Z 3,L9 I.I..Z4 -l.6L
ViE_,' ROTATION (DEGREES CLOCKWISE)
X Y Z -76.I0 25.66 -33.69
Vl EW
VIEW ENTITY (410)
- 3 VIEW WIDTH - I00.50
CENTER OF VIEW (MODEL SPACE)
X Y Z 3.19 II.24 -I .61
VIEW ROTATION (DEGREES CLOCKWISE)
X Y Z -i9.t[ -48.59 40.89
VIEW
VIEW ENTITY (410)
= 4 VIEW WIDTH = 88.75
CENTER OF VIEW (MODEL SPACE)





VIEW ROTATION (DECREES CLOCKWISE)
















The following individual descriptions present the CV CADDS
entities used to recreate the 28 entity IGES test file. Each
heading is in the form : * IGES Entity (number) : CV Entity.
The primary purpose of this appendix is to present the specific
CV commands used to recreate the appropriate entities.
Additional information on each of these recreations is available
through Dr. Sharon Perkins with the University of Houston at
Clear Lake. Dr. Perkins is the custodian of the detailed notes
and illustrations written/drawn up by the authors of this report
during the performance of this investigation. These notes would
be of great help to a person interested in the details of the
recreation of the 28 entity IGES test file. However, we felt
that it would not be appropriate to present these details as part
of this report. Dr. Perkins can be reached through the School of




* CIRCULAR ARC (I00) : Arc/Circle -
Given : Reference Attachment I.
CV Implementation :
#n#INS CIRCLE RADIUS 3.0 :
MODEL LOC X-25 Y25 Z1 [RETURN]
Comments: Well supported.
* COMPOSITE CURVE (102) : Group -
Given : Reference Attachment 1.
CV Implementation :
#n#INS LINE (4 LINES)
#n#INS ARC (3 ARCS)
#n#CONSTRUCT GROUP : dl d2 .....
Note : The Use of dn represents a digitization.
Comments z Supported through Group.
* CONIC ARC (104) ELLIPSE (FORM 1) : Ellipse -
Given : Reference Attachment 1.
CV Implementation :
#n#INS ELLIPSE HMAJ 3.56 HMIN 1.5 ANGA 0 ANGB 270 :









Comments : Well supported.
* CONIC ARC (104) PARABOLA (FORM 3): Parabola -
Given : Reference Attachment 1.
CV Implementation :
#n#INS PARABOLA XFOC 0.5 YHI 2.3 YLO -2.13 ROT 90.0 :
MODEL LOC X-5.68 Y22.11 Z1.5 [RETURN]
Comments : Well supported.
* COPIOUS DATA (106) 3D LINEAR STRING (FORM 12) : String -
Given : Reference Attachment 1.
CV Implementation :
#n#INS STRING : dl d2 d3 d4 ....... [RETURN]




* PLANE (108) : Plane -
Given : Reference Attachment i.
CV Implementation :
#n#INS PLANE BOUND 3.275 : Model LocX14.92
Y25.24 Z2.5, XII.63 Y21.98 Z0, X18.21 Y21.98 Z0
[RETURN]
Comments : Only unbounded planes are supported.
* LINE (110) : Line -
Given : Reference Attachment 1.
CV Implementation :
#n#INS LINE : dl d2 [RETURN]
Comments : Well supported.
* SPLINE (112) : B-spline -
Given : Reference Attachment i.
CV Implementation :
#n#INS BSPLINE DEG 3 TANA TANB : dld2 d3d4 ;
dSd6d7 ..... dn [RETURN]
Comments : Well supported.
Imm
l
* SPLINE SURFACE (114) : B-spline surface -
Given : Reference Attachment I.
U
CV Implementation :
Comments : This was the most complex of the recreations.
Therefore it is not practical to attempt a summary of commands
here. Please reference the original recreation notes if
interested.
* POINT (116) : Point -
Given : Reference Attachment 1.
CV Implementation :
#n#INS POINT : Model Loc dld2 .... dn [RETURN]
W
I
Comments : Well supported. m
* RULED SURFACE (118) -
Given : Reference Attachment 1.
CV Implementation :
#n#INS LINE : Model Loc X2.0 YIS.0 Z3.0,
X5.0 Y18.0 Z3.0 [RETURN]
#n#INS LINE : Model Loc X2.0 Y14.0 ZI.0,
X5.0 Y14.0 Zl.0 [RETURN]
#n#INS RSURF : Model Ent dl d2 [RETURN]
(where dl - digitize line near one of its end,
d2 - digitize 2nd line near the same end
as line 1)
#n#INS ARC RADIUS 1.5 : Model Loc dld2d3 [RETURN]
(wheredl - center of arc,d2 - start and d3- end)





Comments : Well supported ; two separate rules surfaces are
created.
m
* SURFACE OF REVOLUTION (120) : Surface of Revolution -
Given : Reference Attachment 1.
CV Implementation :
Insert the 3 entities of the Driven Curve,
#n#INS LINE, #n#INS ARC RAD, #n#INS LINE
Then,
#n#INS SREV MESH NXN : Model ent dld2d3 ;
Model end d4d5 [RETURN]
dld2d3 - digitize the above 3 entities
d4d5 - digitize or location of 2 end points
which define an axis about which the revolution
takes places. For our case, d4 - X15.25 Y12.25
Z2.0, and d5 - X15.25 Y18.25 Z2.0.
Comments : Well supported ; three separate surfaces of
revolution are created.
u
* TABULATED CYLINDER (122) : Tabulated Cylinder -
Given : Reference Attachment i.
CV Implementation :
First insert the Arc and Line of curve 1.
#n#INS ARC RAD : and
#n#INS LINE .
Then,
#n#INS TCYLINDER LOWBND 0.0 HIBND 5.4397
MESHSXS:Modelent dld2; Modelendd3d4 [RETURN]
dld2 - digitize arc and line.
d3d4 - 2 endpoints to define the direction of the
translation for Tcylinder (vector). For our case,
d3 - X27.5 Y12.5 Z0 - start of arc 1, and
d4 - X25.5 Y17.0 Z-2.67 - start of arc 2.
Comments :
created.
Well supported ; two separate tabulated cylinders are
* ANGULAR DIMENSION (202) ....
Given : Reference Attachment 1.
CV Implementation :
i0
a) Angular dimension without extension lines
(witness lines)
#n#INS LINE VERTICAL : Model loc X-25 Y5.5 Z.65,
IY3 [RETURN]
#n#INS LINE HORIZONTAL : Model loc X-25 Y5.5 Z.65,
IX3 IRES]
#n#INS ADIMENSION TEXT MAIN/90.00 DEG/HEIGHT 0.2
LOCATION RADIUS 3.0 SUPRESS EXTENSION BOTH :
Model loc X-22.3737 Y6.95 Z0.65 [RETURN]
where : dl - digitize first line near its upper
end
b) Angular dimension with extension lines.
#n#INS LINE VERTICAL : Model loc dld2 [RETURN]
where : dl _ X-25.5936 Y4.9064 Z0.65,
d2 - X-28 Y2.5 Z0.65
#n#INS LINE HORIZONTAL : Model loc dld2 [RETURN]
where : dl - X-25.5936 Y2.5 Z0.65
d2 - X-28 ¥2.5 Z0.65
#n#INS ADIMENSION TEXT MAIN/90.0 DEG/HEIGHT 0.2
LOCATION RADIUS 3.0 : Model end dld2 Model loc
X-25.3737 Y3.95 Z0.65 [RETURN]








* DIAMETER DIMENSION (206) : Diameter dimension -
Given : Reference Attachment i.
CV Implementation :
a) #n#INS CIRCLE DIAM : Model loc dld2 [RETURN]
dld2 - end points of the diameter,
where dl - X-19.12 Y5.85 ZI.25, and
d2 _ X-16.88 Y9.15 Zi.25 .
#nJINS LINE : Model loc dld2 [RETURN]
#n#INS LINE HORIZONTAL : Model loc (digitize 2
points)
#n#INS DDIMENS_ON TEXT MAIN /4.000/HEIGHT 0.2
: Model entity d (digitize circle at dl) ;
Modelloc Int of dld2 (digitize the two lines)
[RETURN]
Then delete the circle and the two lines.
b) #n#INS CIRCLE DIAM : dld2 [RETURN]
dld2 - start of header 1 and header 2,
where dl - X-15.84 Y6.49 ZI.25, and
d2 - X-16.15 2.57 ZI.25












LEADER HEAD : Model ent dl (digitize circle)
Model loc d2d3 (digitize the required headers)
where d2 - X-15.75 Y7.62 ZI.25,
and d3 - X-15.25 Y7.62 ZI.25.
#n#INS CIRCLE DIAM : dld2 [RETURN]
dld2 - start of headers,
where dl - X-II.57 Y8.45 ZI.25,
and d2 - X-12.43 Y4.55 ZI.25.
#n#INS DDIM TEXT MAIN /4.000/HEIGHT 0.2 LEADER
HEAD : Model ent dl (digitize circle anywhere)
Model loc d2d3 [RETURN]
where d2 m X-12.75 Y3.13 Z1.25, and





* FLAG NOTE (208) : Flag/Label -
Given : Reference Attachment i.
CV Implementation :
a) #n#INS FLAG / FLAG NO. 1 / HEIGHT 0.2 : Model loc
dZ CRETURN]
where dl - X-4.54 Y8.4 Z-1.25
b) #n#INS POINT : Model loc X-9.3 Y5.5 Z-1.25
[RETURN]
#n#INS LABEL /[B5] FLAG NO. 2 [X]/ HEIGHT 0.2 :
Model ent dl Model loc d2d3 [RETURN]
where dl - digitize point,d2 - X-5.1 Y6.6Z-1.25,
and d3 - X-4.54 Y6.6 Z-1.25
c) #n#INS POINT : Model loc dld2 [RETURN]
where dl - X-8.5 Y3 Z-1.25, and
d2 - X-8.5 Y4.5 Z-1.25
#n#INS LABEL /[BS] FLAG NO. 3 [X]/ HEIGHT 0.2 :
Model ent dl Model loc d2d3 I Model ent d4
Model loc d5d6 [RETURN ]
where d2-dS- X-6 Y3.6 Z-1.25, and
d3_d6- X-4.54 Y3.6 Z-1.25. dl and d4 are
digitized.
Comments : Flag note with leaders is supported through label
with Feature Control Symbol as flag.
* GENERAL LABEL (210) : Label -
Given : Reference Attachment 1.
CV Implementation :
12
#n#INS POINT : Model loc dld2d3d4 [RETURN]
a) #n#INS LABEL /LABEL I/ HEIGHT 0.2 : Model ent
dl Model ioc d2d3 IRES]
b) #n#INS LABEL /LABEL 2/ HEIGHT 0.2 : Model ent
dl Model loc d2d3 [RETURN]
c) #n#INS LABEL /LABEL 3/ HEIGHT 0.2 : Model ent
dl Model loc d2 ; Model ent d3 Model loc d4d5
[RETURN]
Comments : Well supported.
* GENERAL NOTE (212) : Text -
Given : Reference Attachment 1.
CV Implementation :
a) #n#INS TEXT /TEXT I/ HEIGHT 1.0 ANGLE 30 :
Model loc X15.0 Y4.0 Z1 [RETURN]
b) #n#INS TEXT /TEXT 2/ HEIGHT 0.5 ANGLE 120 :
Model loc XI4.0 YS.0 Zl [RETURN]
c) #n#INS TEXT /TEXT 3/ HEIGHT 0.2 ANGLE 210 :
Model loc XI3.0 Y4 Z2 [RETURN]
d) #n#INS TEXT /TEXT 4/ HEIGHT 0.I ANGLE 300 :
Model loc X14.0 Y3 Z3 CRETURN]
Comments : Well supported.
* LINEAR DIMENSION (216) : Linear Dimension -
Given : Reference Attachment 1.
CV Implementation :
a) #n#iNS LINE : Model loc dld2 [RETURN]
#n#INS LDIMENSION VERTICAL TEXT MAIN /5.00/
HEIGHT 0.2 Model end dld2 Model loc X28.01
YS.6 Z2.5 [RETURN]
b) #n#INS POINT : Model loc X21 Y6.44 Z2.5,
X25.97 Y6.44 Z2.5 [RETURN] --
#n#INS LDIMENSION TEXT MAIN /5.00/ HEIGHT 0.2
LOCATION AUTOCENTER SUPPRESS EXTENSION BOTH :


















c) #n#INS LINE : Model loc dld2 [RETURN]
#n#INS LDIM VERTICAL : Model end dld2 Model loc
d3 [RETURN]
#n#INS LDIMENSION TEXT MAIN /3.60/ HEIGHT 0.2
LOCATION HEAD ALIGN : Model end dld2 Model ent
d3 Model loc d4 [RETURN]
Comments : Well supported.
* ORDINATE DIMENSION (218) : Ordinate dimension -
Given : Reference Attachment 1.
CV Implementation :
a) #n#INS LINE VERTICAL : Model loc X-28.5 Y-2
Z-0.5, IY-4 [RETURN]
#n#INS ODIMENSION VERTICAL ARROWHEAD TEXT MAIN
/4.00/ HEIGHT 0.2 : Digitize datum reference
point dl Model loc d2 Model end d3 Model loc
d4 [RETURN]
b) #n#INS LINE VERTICAL : Model loc X-28.5 ¥-4
Z-0.5, IY-4 [RETURN]
#n#INS ODIMENSION VERTICAL TEXT MAIN /4.00/
HEIGHT 0.2 : Digitize datum reference point dl
Model loc d2 Model end d3 Model loc d4
[RETURN]
c) #n#INS LINE HORIZONTAL :_Model loc X-22 Y-3
Z-0.5, IX-2.52 [RETURN]
#n#INS ODIMENSION HORIZONTAL ARROWHEAD TEXT
MAIN /2.52/ HEIGHT 0.2 : Digitize datum
reference point dl Model loc d2 Model end d3
..........Model loc d4 CRETURN]
Comments : Well supported.
* POINT DIMENSION (220) : Ordinate dimension -
Given : Reference Attachment i.
CV Implementation :
a) #n#INS POINT : Model loc X-14.6 Y-7.4 Z-1
[RETURN]
#n#INS ODIMENSION TEXT MAIN / POINT 1 /
HEIGHT 0.2 CIRCLE : Digitize datum reference
point dl Model loc d2 Model end d3 Model ioc
d4dSd6 CRETURN]
14
b) #n#INS LINE : Model loc dld2d3d4 [RETURN]
#n#INS TEXT /POINT 2/ HEIGHT 0.2 : Model loc
dS CRE_]
#n#CONSTRUCT GROUP : dld2d3d4 [RETURN]
Comments : Supported through ordinate dimension.
u
m
* RADIUS DIMENSION (222) : Radial dimension -





#n#INS RDIMENSION TEXT MAIN /1.000/ HEIGHT 0.2
: Model ent dl Model loc d2d3 [RETURN]
#n#INS CIRCLERADIUS1.0:Modellocdl [RETURN]
#n#INS RDIMENSION ARROW OUT TEXT MAIN /i.000/
HEIGHT 0.2 : Model ent dl Model loc d2d3
CRE ]
Comments : Well supported.
* SUBFIGURE DEFINITION (308) : Subfigure part file -
Given : Reference Attachment 1.
CV Implementation :
#ACT PART <PART NAME> [RETURN]
#n#INS TEXT /SUBFIGURE/ HEIGHT 0.8 : Model loc
X0 Y0 Z0 [RETURN]
#n#INS TEXT /(408)/ HEIGHT 0.8 : Model loc
Xl.5 Y-1.5 Z0 [RETURN]
#n#EXIT PART FILE SFIG [RETURN]
Comments : Well supported.
* DRAWING ENTITY (404) : Drawing -
Given : Reference Attachment i.
CV Implementation :
#ACT DRAWING D1 HGT 125 WDT 150 [RETURN]











ent : Window dld2 ; Model loc XOY0Z0 [RETURN]
#DEF CPL Vl AX3OAY30AZ30 : Model loc X5.69 Y14.34
Z-2.24 [RETURN]
#DEF VIEW V1 CPL V1 : Draw loc X35Y35 [RETURN]
#DEF CPL V2 AX-76.1AY25.66AZ-33.69 : Model loc
X3.19 YII.24 Z-I.61 [RETURN]
#DEF VIEW V2 CPL V2 : Draw loc X35 Y105 [RETURN]
#DEF CPL V3 AX-19.11AY-48.59AZ40.89 : Model loc
X3.19 YII.24 Z-I.61 [RETURN]
#DEF VIEW V3 CPL V3 : Draw loc XI05 Y35 [RETURN]
#DEF CPL V4 : Model loc X3.19 Yli.24 Z-1.61
[RETURN]
#DEF VIEW V4 CPL V4 : Draw loc XI05 Y105 [RETURN]
Comments : Well supported.
* SUBFIGURE INSTANCE (408) : Subfigure instance -
Given : Reference Attachment 1.
CV Implementation :
#n#INS SFIGURE <NAME> z Model loc dl... [RETURN]
#n#INS SFIGURE SUBFIG : Model loc XI.69 Y-3.15
Z-3.19 [RETURN]
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